Get More So You Can Give More

with Food Bank Solutions from Jet Global

As a food banker, you deal with complex business needs
and unique metrics that other businesses don’t have to
consider.
You’re constrained by operating budgets and large
community goals, which makes it difficult to find the right
solutions to your operational challenges.
Between manual reporting, varying departmental needs,
and multiple sources of data that don’t integrate, getting the
reports you need is growing exceedingly difficult. Resources
are taxed, but you need the information. Having to rely on
technical specialists is costing you in more ways than one.

Start Feeding Your Organization
the Data It Needs.

With a wealth of training resources available in addition to
solutions that deliver value with the food bank industry in
mind, Jet Analytics enables:

With Jet Global solutions, food banks eliminate the need for
costly technical resources, redundant expenses, and risky
workarounds.

Fast Learning
Easy to use, and embedded inside a familiar Excel environment,
you can guarantee a low learning curve with a quick implementation time, enabling even entry-level users to quickly access data
and build reports.

From quickly building financial and operational reports to share
with donors and community supporters, to pulling together any
data from CERES and other disparate data sources —
Jet feeds your food bank the information it needs with reports
that are always accurate and up to date.

Unique and Customizable Reports
Track what you need, from fundraising progress to annual KPI’s
such as pounds distributed, volunteer hours, number of partner
agencies, number of distribution sites, and more.
Collaborate Across Departments
With the Jet Hub, access shared and published reports from virtually any device that has a web browser so you can work together
from anywhere.
Schedule and Automate Reports
Save time by automating your report updates and distribution
whenever you need it.

Jet Analytics is the fast, flexible corporate business intelligence
and reporting solution uniquely designed to deliver food banks
a ready-to-use, secure, organized data warehouse platform for
Microsoft Dynamics.

Multi-Database Reporting
Easily access and consolidate data from multiple data sources,
beyond CERES.

Want to learn more? Watch this video and discover why Jet delivers the number one reporting solution available for the food
bank community.

Stop wasting precious time and money agonizing over complicated
reporting needs; with Jet Analytics, you can focus on your true
mission – solving hunger in your community.

“We tried to build reports manually, which took days and never finished. Jet can create the
report we want and put it on a sheet [for] each customer in 20 seconds! Really amazing!”

– Dan Wilson,
Program Director at Second Harvest Northern Lakes Food
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